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Big shout out to our top performers this week!
Smitty's (44th St.)

Lloydminster

9.8

Smitty's (Highland Ave.)

Brandon

9.8

Smitty's (18th St.)

Brandon

9.7

Calgary

9.7

Moose Jaw

9.5

Smitty's (E Hills Blvd. SE)
Smitty's (Main St. N)

Top delivery and takeout tips
1. Missing items in an order is the number one factor that will negatively impact your weekly
score results. Make sure to staple the bill to the outside of each bag and check off each item as
you package them up, practicing this will help reduce the frequency of missed items.
2. The second highest reason for negative guest feedback is incorrect items. These are often
missed modifiers on an item. It is a good idea to verbally remind the kitchen of any modifiers
when a skip order comes in, this will help reduce mistakes. Be sure to double check each
packaged item against the chit as you put them into the bag.
a. Removing the ability for special instructions on the delivery platform helps to eliminate
these mistakes as it is sometimes not clear what requests are being made and/or
customers are requesting chargeable items and therefore well-meaning operators are
omitting them from the order
3. Putting salad dressings and other sauces on the side will help to eliminate guest feedback on
poor quality items. Make sure to put the ramekin of sauce inside the packaged food item it is
intended to go with to eliminate confusion and causing missed item feedback.

4. The BC government has extended the cap on delivery fees that was supposed to end Sept 28. It
will now be carried out until the end of December. It is capped at 15% commission + 5%
delivery fee until the end of December 2021.
Feel free to reach out with any questions.
Yours truly,
SMITTY’S CANADA INC.

Jason Kaytor

Jason Kaytor
Vice President of Operations

